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My Cat
Xenobia Hicks-Davis
I have a cat,
happy with his cat toys.
He goes to sleep on my bed
with me.

My Favorite Colors
Khalil Abdulrafee
My favorite car is red. It is
expensive and fast.
My favorite TV is black.
It has movies and apps
and you can chill, calm down.
My robot is black, you can play
anything you want with him.

Yellow
Ronnie Conner
Yellow is the color of
my bike.
It is fast and happy.

Colors
Dione Carrington
Fire is the color
of blue paper.
It is hot, it could burn you.
Tea is the color
of a brown pencil.
It is hot and steamy.
My soul is the color
of a green crayon.
It is loving and kind.
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The I-Wish-I-Had-A-Genie Blues
Kamaria Ray
Sometimes I feel blue
when I have to wash the dishes.
I wish I had a genie
to grant me three wishes.

The Cookie Blues
Zaria Bradley
Sometimes I feel blue when
my brothers eat my cookies.
It’s like they act like bullies.
I hide them in a hat.
It makes me really mad.

The Bruh Blues
Dione Carrington
Sometimes I feel blue when
I can’t play with electronics.
That’s the bruh blues.
But I’ll rise like a phoenix.

The Clean-The-Room Blues
Ava Howard
Sometimes I feel blue
when I have to clean my room.
So many toys, I use a broom
to clean my room.
I open the closet and
all the toys fall on me.
Oh no!
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A Purple Polka-Dot Monkey Riding A Bike
Pearl Briscoe
Fun looks like a purple polka-dot monkey riding a bike.
Fun smells like wet dirt.
Fun feels like grass.
Fun tastes like popcorn.
Fun sounds like kids.

Chocolate
Pearl Briscoe
Love looks like hearts.
Love smells like chocolate.
Love feels like the sky.
Love tastes like chocolate.
Love sounds like birds.

Unicorn Power
Serenity Howard
Fun looks like play and love.
Fun smells like purple perfume.
Funs feels like smooth soft white and pink.
Fun tastes like good soft pink.
Fun sounds like beautiful black purple.

Love Is Magic
D’aire Clay
Fun looks like love.
Fun smells like cookies.
Fun feels like a bunch of unicorns.
Fun tastes like ice cream.
Fun sounds like laughing and giggling.
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Tarantula
Amyah Allen
Tarantula,
bat,
anteater.
To make a scary thing go away,
I could scream!
Life doesn’t frighten me.
Math,
computers.
Life doesn’t frighten me.
Gifts make me feel brave.
Home makes me feel safe.
Life doesn’t frighten me at all.

The Scary Scary
Samara Hobson
Bigfoot,
monster,
life doesn’t frighten me.
The doors creaking,
how dusty school is,
life doesn’t frighten me.
I feel brave when I open the doors.
I feel safe when I hug Mrs. Arnold.
Life doesn’t frighten me at all.
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BFF
Jada DeJarnett
My BFF is
Vanessa. We laugh alike.
Forever best friends.

Touchdown
Marquel Harris
Today it was fun.
My team won by one touchdown.
We had fun, we won.

Backﬂips
Aiyhana Alexander
Backﬂips and cartwheels.
Frontﬂips and lots of big splits.
Also mini-splits.

Hoverboard
Asia Allen
My name is Asia.
I play with my hoverboard.
It is really fun.

Summer
DeKailo Taylor-Braxton
Swimming is fun, and
beaches under the sun,
and eating ice cream.
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